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Abstract This methodological note is to introduce new social network analysis (SNA)
data sets that can be used to visualize and analyze the global linkages of the World
Uyghur Congress (WUC). The results show that first of all, the WUC and Rebiya
Kadeer play central roles in mobilizing political activity around the globe. Second,
human rights NGOs and other organizations from the Uyghur diaspora pervade the
networks of the WUC, and are spearheading the coordination of events and the
exchange of information. Third, the WUC is keen on connecting with government
representatives and journalists. Fourth, a growing number of links exist between the
WUC and news organizations. Such links are most obvious among news organizations
situated within the same country, when a Uyghur-related event occurs. A quintessential
example is observed in the SNA map, where Japanese press and media showed interest
in reporting Uyghur news when WUC Secretary General Dolkun Isa visited Japan to
promote the Uyghur issue in 2006. A case study of Uyghur linkages in Australia further
demonstratesWUC influence over Uyghur activism in various corners of the world. The
purpose of this paper is not only to provide the first visualization and empirical test in
regard to WUC networks that China’s government and various China observers have
believed to exist. With this document, I also demonstrate how a network approach can
provide alternate ways for researchers to conduct their respective studies on diasporic
networks of Tibetans, Taiwanese, or Chinese.

Keywords Social network analysis (SNA) .WorldUyghurCongress (WUC) . Uyghur
diasporic organizations . Actor-event data . Diasporic networks

Introduction

Observers of China and the Chinese government have taken note of the rising
ambition of the World Uyghur Congress (WUC) and its leader, Rebiya Kadeer.
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Specifically, this can be seen in the type of discourse that supports Uyghur national
self-determination the WUC conducts with the general public and policy-makers in a
number of countries beyond China, mostly liberal democracies.1 The World Uyghur
Congress (WUC) styles itself as the umbrella organization of the Uyghur diaspora.
Founded in 2004, it is headquartered in Munich, Germany, where most Uyghurs in
Germany reside. The members of the WUC are not individuals. It currently consists
of 26 member organizations around the world. The Uyghur American Association
(UAA) and the Uyghur Canadian Association (UCA) are two such examples.

Furthermore, the leaders of these 26 member organizations serve different
positions within the WUC. For instance, WUC spokesperson Alim Seytoff is also
General Secretary of the Washington-based UAA. Rebiya Kadeer, also known as the
“Dalai Lama” of the Uyghurs, is head of the WUC in Germany. At the same time,
she served as president of the UAA from 2006 to 2011.2

The crux of this methodological note lies in introducing new social network
analysis (SNA) data sets that can be used to examine the WUC’s global outreach.
The purpose of this paper is not only to provide the first visualization and empirical
analysis in regard to WUC networks that China’s government and various China
observers have believed to exist. With this document, I also demonstrate how a
network approach can provide alternate ways for researchers to conduct their
respective studies on diasporic networks of Tibetans, Taiwanese, or Chinese.

SNA is a tool widely used in sociology and other disciplines to study organizational
behavior. Its use in political analysis, particularly conflict studies, has only risen to
prominence in recent years, as papers using this method have been published in well-
known international journals like the Journal of Conflict Resolution. SNA is unlike
conventional statistical analysis in the sense that it explores the relationships between
actors rather than the attributes of the actors themselves.3 Accordingly, in the study of
politics, scholars use SNA to observe the relationships and interactions of political
actors because it is assumed that only with such interactions can political influence be
exerted, thus shaping the development of whatever politics are being studied.

In the present article, I have been inspired by the work of Hämmerli et al.
published in the Journal of Conflict Resolution in 2006, in which they identify the
actors in the Chechnya conflict and track down their most conflictive and
cooperative ties4 As we all know, the Chechen conflict has been studied for years.
Why the need to use a different method to identify actors, when existing literature
already has a number of methodologies in use? As Hämmerli et al. pose in their
paper, “is the network approach therefore largely obsolete?”

I agree with Hämmerli et al. that for sound scientific development of conflict
studies, a network approach is still necessary. This is because network analysis may
or may not generate conclusions similar to those reached in existing conflict studies.
When SNA does identify the same key actors and patterns of interaction among

1 Because this is a methodological note, I will not provide details of the Han-Uyghur conflict in China,
and how the conflict attracts international attention. Readers can find the information in various existing
literature. Please see Yitzhak Shichor [13] [14]; Joanne Smith Finley [8]; Yu-Wen Chen [6]; Michael
Clarke [7]; Ministry of Public Security of the People’s Republic of China [12].
2 Interview with the WUC secretary general, Dolkun Isa, in Munich, Germany on March 9, 2010.
3 Stanley Wasserman and Katherine Faust [17]; Robert A. Hanneman and Mark Riddle [9].
4 August Hämmerli et al. [10].
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actors, it empirically confirms existing conclusions. If it does not, then it gives
researchers a chance to reflect upon existing conclusions. In fact, in their paper,
Hämmerli et al. reveals that the SNA both confirms and disconfirms the roles of
certain actors in the Chechen conflict.

Current studies of the Uyghur diaspora tend to be purely descriptive.5 I intend to
use SNA to empirically test and visualize organizations within the global networks
of the WUC. This provides us with an idea of which actors are raising the profile of
Uyghur issues within the international arena. SNA helps confirm the roles of
existing actors, and deepens our understanding of their level of embeddedness within
the global networks of the WUC.

Section two introduces four actor-event data sets which I created for SNA.
Section three presents the WUC’s networks, globally and regionally. The regional
example I use is its linkages in Australia. The concluding section summarizes my
findings and highlights SNA projects that can be further developed to analyze the
global networks of the Uyghurs and other China-relevant diasporic networks (e.g.,
Tibetan and Taiwanese).

Method and Data Sets

Following Hämmerli et al., I created primary actor-event data sets by coding existing
documents.6 The original source of the SNA data sets comes from WUC activity
reports. Since its foundation between 2004 and 2009, the WUC has tried to document
its activities. To date, the WUC has published two activity reports. The one that covers
2004 to 2006 contains mostly press releases, while the October 2006 to March 2009
report includes a chronologically-recorded list of activities of the Uyghur diaspora. The
latter activity report contains more information suitable for coding into SNA data sets.

Using the second WUC activity report, I created four data sets to record the actors
and events that occurred in 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009.7 This part of the work is a
kind of content analysis, because it involved coding information from this second
WUC report into quantifiable data. The data sets for 2006 and 2009 are smaller
because the activity reports only include information from October to December
2006 (42 events and 56 actors); and from January to March 2009 (35 events and 53
actors).8 As for the data sets from the years 2007 and 2008, I record all events that

5 Michael Clarke [7]; Yitzhak Shichor [13] [14]; Joanne Smith Finley [8].
6 Similarly, the well-known Swiss Peace Foundation has a FAST data bank that allows researchers to
quantitatively study various conflicts around the world using event data. I was also inspired by the FAST
project to create my own Uyghur event data set. For more information of the FAST project, please visit
http://www.swisspeace.ch (accessed December 20, 2010).
7 Data sets can be downloaded at the author’s website at http://www.yuwenjuliechen.com.
8 The WUC activity report does not always have detailed information of which actors were engaged in
particular events. For instance, instead of saying the exact name of an organization that took part in a
protest, sometimes the WUC only vaguely states that the participants were “supporters from Turkey”. In
such cases, I do not document this piece of information in the data set. Also, sometimes only the most
important participants of an event are mentioned. This is not a problem for my analysis. What is most
important for my research is to understand the networks of the key players, so it is sufficient to have the
names of the core participants.
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occurred in these two complete years. The 2007 data set contains 146 events and 166
actors, and the 2008 data set includes 94 events and 133 actors (see Table 1).

Because each data set contains actors and events, they are often referred to with
the term “two-mode data.” It is also referred to as an affiliation data set, as it allows
the study of the affiliation of actors as evidenced in the events in which actors
concurrently participated. Analyzing this data, we can construct a picture of the
macro structure in which Uyghur-relevant actors are nested.

The initial coding is straightforward. If an actor was documented in the activity
report as being involved in an event, that actor gets a ‘1’; if not, the actor gets a ‘0’.
This generates a binary data set.

On February 5, 2007, for example, the WUC sent a representative, Asgar Can, to
give a speech on the situation of the Uyghurs during a German-Turkish cultural
week held in the Bavarian Parliament in Germany.9 In the 2007 data set, there is then
a piece of information for the date February 5. Two actors, the WUC and the
Bavarian Parliament, are coded ‘1’, because they’ve been involved in the same event
(i.e., German-Turkish cultural week).

There are a handful of ways to tackle a two-mode data set. I have opted to convert
the four data sets into four actor-by-actor one-mode data sets, recoding the strength
of the relationships in terms of the number of actors that were present at common
events. In brief, I seek to understand the relationship of actors by determining how
often they meet. This information can then be processed by SNA software into a
graphic visualization of the WUC’s networks.

The merit of these data sets and the use of this network approach is that they
provide a way to empirically confirm the existing “belief” of some international
networks “out there” spreading the Uyghur issues to various international audiences.
This belief is widely shared among Chinese government officials and Uyghur
observers.

SNA data sets and results are not meant to replace conventional qualitative
analysis and case studies, but rather to empirically strengthen current findings. A
sound SNA analysis requires real expert knowledge of the Uyghur case, and
constant reference to existing literature to interpret and explain why the networks are
shown as they are in the figures.

The caveat of the data sets, however, is that they don’t inform us of the
importance of the linkages between actors. This should be redressed in the future
using qualitative case studies, or even better, using a new set of SNA data that does
measure the importance of connections.

For instance, in the future, if researchers aim to take on this network approach, it
is advised that they conduct surveys among relevant actors, asking them to evaluate
their connections with others, as well as how frequent, strong and important their
linkages to others are. Nevertheless, one might still raise concerns over the quality of
this type of self-report survey. The reality is that there is no perfect method for
studying the networks of the Uyghur diaspora. All methods demonstrated and
proposed in this paper seek only to help us get a more empirical grasp of the WUC’s
networks.

9 World Uyghur Congress [18].
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The Networks of the WUC

There are a number of free or commercial SNA software programs capable of processing
the data sets. I used the Netdraw package in UCINET to visualize the networks of the
WUC.10 Because there are four data sets, researchers can produce four networks,
looking into the WUC’s networks in the years 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009,
respectively. Alternatively, researchers can combine these four data sets into one
(although it is a huge undertaking), and create a figure that shows the WUC’s linkages
in these four combined years. In this methodological note, as shown in Fig. 1, I
present the WUC’s 2006 network. Since the 2006 data set is smaller, its network is
less complex and therefore more suitable for my demonstrative discussion. On my
website, for those readers interested, I also provide the networks of the years 2007,
2008, and 2009 for download. These four networks actually present similar patterns.
Figure 1 can be considered a “simplified” version. Hence, my following interpretation
of Fig. 1 is valid for describing the WUC’s global networks in general.

Global Networks

I use different shapes to categorize the types of actors involved in the networks of the
WUC.11 Here, I highlight five types that I consider most important. The first type
consists of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), which are represented by
diamonds. The advocacy of many of these organizations is focused solely on the
cause of Uyghur self-determination (e.g., the Uyghur Canadian Association). But there
are actors with a more general human rights focus, such as Amnesty International (AI)
and the National Endowment for Democracy (NED). It is worth noting that the NED,
because it receives financial support from the U.S. Congress and further distributes
resources to NGOs around the world, including organizations that promote Uyghur
rights. Some WUC operations have been supported by this U.S. institution.

NGOs are pervasive. This confirms the common sense understanding shared by
Uyghur observers and the Chinese government: that human rights NGOs and
organizations of the Uyghur diaspora are active in advocating the cause of Uyghur
national self-determination.12 Human rights NGOs may not necessarily agree with
any separatist intention of the Uyghurs, but they are generally sympathetic to the
human rights problems that Uyghurs face in China.13

Years Numbers of Events Numbers of Actors

October–December 2006 42 56

January–December 2007 146 166

January–December 2008 94 133

January–March 2009 35 53

Table 1 Overview of data sets

10 Steve P. Borgatti et al. [4] [5].
11 The spatial arrangement of the actors (i.e., nodes) in Fig. 1 has no meaning at all.
12 Amnesty International [1] [2].
13 Michael Clarke [7]; James Millward [11].
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The WUC has a high frequency of contact with other actors because many actors
are linked to it. This appears to confirm the commonly known fact that the WUC is
the umbrella organization of the Uyghur diaspora. I would like to caution the reader,
however, that the frequency with which the WUC is linked to other actors may be
slightly exaggerated. The reason for this is that my original source data was gleaned
from a Uyghur activity report published by the WUC. Although this report attempted
to cover all political activities by the Uyghur diaspora, the WUC may have covered
more of its own activities than those of other Uyghur-minded organizations.

This reminds us of an issue raised before: there is no perfect method of studying
networks of the Uyghur diaspora, and there are always concerns regarding the
subjectivity of the data. This problem, however, exists in almost every kind of social
science study. I have previously proposed a “triangulation” of sources and methods
to help increase the validity of findings, such as further creating other types of self-
report surveys. Nevertheless, all of these methods have an inherent bias. The purpose
of triangulation is only to help cross-validate findings from other methods. I should
also stress that apart from the ones shown here, no research has been carried out to
create another kind of quantitative data. Hence, it is not possible to present cross-
validation in this paper. This awaits more quantitative efforts to cross-validate my
findings.

Fig. 1 Uyghur networks (October–December, 2006). Note: Diamond = non-governmental organizations
(NGOs); square = governments, parliaments, international non-governmental organizations (IGOs), and
universities; upward triangle = news organizations; circle = individuals; downward triangle = political parties
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The second type of actor includes individuals, such as political activists,
politicians, and scholars. They are represented as circular nodes. I particularly
attend to the role of Rebiya Kadeer, the self-proclaimed Uyghur leader. When I was
constructing the data sets, I noticed that the activity report often mentions the name
of Kadeer separately, sometimes mentioning that she represented the WUC or the
UAA. There are also times that her affiliation (or the organization she represented)
was not mentioned. Whenever her name is mentioned, she is treated as an individual
“actor.” This is because I want to see exactly how politically-active this self-
proclaimed “Dalai Lama” of the Uyghurs actually is.

Kadeer has a high frequency of linkage to other actors. Apparently, she has
created her own circle comparable to the one constructed by the WUC. What is not
clear from Fig. 1, however, is how much effort she has personally exerted toward
creating her own circle. Kadeer is the head of both the Germany-based WUC and the
U.S.-based UAA. Hence, it is possible that most of her activities are arranged or
coordinated by the staff of the WUC or the UAA. It is not clear how autonomous she
is as an individual activist in spearheading the Uyghur cause.

The third type of actor includes news organizations (e.g., Voice of America), as
represented in the shape of upward triangles. These news agencies are shown in the
maps because their journalists have interviewed Uyghur representatives. Most of the
interviews were published, thus contributing to the international dissemination of
Uyghur issues.

Square nodes represent the fourth type of actor: governmental agencies,
legislatures (e.g., the U.S. Congress), international governmental organizations
(IGOs), and universities. They may not be as pervasive as NGOs (diamonds) and
news agencies (upward triangles), but they were involved because they were
approached (e.g., lobbied, petitioned) by Uyghur activists, or because they have
cooperated in hosting Uyghur-relevant events.

The fifth type of actor is less common: political parties, as represented by
downward triangles. In Germany, for instance, the Bavarian branch of the Green
Party and the Social Democratic Party have raised discussions on the Uyghurs in
Bavarian legislative debates.14 Their presence is more clearly manifested at the
bottom of Fig. 1. Both parties have worked together to submit direct proposals,
explicitly calling for German reception of Uyghur Guantanamo inmates. The
Uyghur-Guantanamo issue arises from U.S. President Barack Obama’s promise to
close this detention camp, which is located in Cuba. There were originally 22
Uyghurs at Guantanamo Bay. The U.S. administration wants to find countries
willing to offer asylum to these Uyghur inmates. For instance, Albania gave five
Uyghurs political asylum and Bermuda took four. Whether Germany should accept
Uyghur inmates was raised in German parliamentary discussions.

In addition to paying attention to different nodes, one can observe the lines that
link the nodes together, which implies “there is a relationship which ties the nodes at
two ends of a line together”.15

14 Interview with Green Party Parliamentarian, Margarete Bause in Munich, Germany on March 9, 2010.
Margarete Bause is the most active parliamentarian in Germany advocating for the Uyghurs.
15 Stanley Wasserman and Katherine Faust [17]; Robert A. Hanneman and Mark Riddle [9].
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First of all, we see that government actors (squares) and news organizations
(upward triangles) are often tied to NGOs (diamonds) - particularly the WUC. One
way to interpret this pattern is that the WUC has been reaching out to various other
types of actors; the WUC is keen on contacting government representatives (squares)
and journalists (upward triangles).

Second, there are quite a lot of interlinkages among NGOs (diamonds). This
reveals that the key players in the WUC networks, Uyghur diasporic organizations
and human rights NGOs, are spearheading the coordination of events and the
exchange of information to advance their shared interests.

Take the 2008 Olympics, for instance. Beijing’s successful 2001 bid to host the
event undoubtedly gave various actors new momentum and an opportunity to make
their voices heard. Uyghur activists also wanted to seize this opportunity to express
their views toward China. In August 2008, the WUC initiated a number of protests
around the world, and some human rights NGOs joined the event. For instance, in
Germany, on the 29th of April, 2008, there was a public discussion organized by the
Green Party in the Bavarian State Parliament, where Radiby Kadeer, Amnesty
International’s general secretary in Germany, Barbara Lochbihler, and Green Party
parliamentarian Margarete Bause, and others, were present to discuss why China
does not deserve to host the Olympics.16

Interlinkages among news organizations (upward triangles) also exist. They are
most obvious among news organizations situated in the same country. A
quintissential example is observed in the upper left corner of Fig. 1, where Japanese
press and media showed interest in reporting Uyghur news when WUC Secretary
General Dolkun Isa visited Japan to promote the Uyghur issue in 2006.

In comparison with the NGOs (diamonds) and news organizations (upward
triangles), interlinkages among government or government-sponsored institutions
(squares) are rare. This is understandable because each government institution is
lobbied separately by Uyghur activists on its own territory. In other words, each
“host country” has its own domestic structure(s), policies, and attitudes toward its
Uyghur inhabitants. Uyghurs living in different host countries hence have different
ways of influencing the policymakers of those countries. The likelihood of
exchanges between governments concerning how to tackle each country’s Uyghur
demands is therefore relatively lower.

In summary, SNA empirically demonstrates the central role of NGOs in helping
to spread the WUC’s vision of Uyghur rights in China. It also confirms the widely-
perceived notion that the WUC and Rebiya Kadeer are central in mobilizing Uyghur
communities around the world. One should note that due to their respect for
sovereignty, the cause of national self-determination is not usually encouraged by
government actors or international governmental organizations. Interestingly, such
aloofness often results in backlashes from non-state actors. These show sympathy for
the cause of national self-determination or at least believe that there is a human
rights issue behind every such undertaking. My network typology empirically
confirms this point.

16 Interview with Margarete Bause.
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Local Networks in Australia

The four data sets not only allow us to see the WUC’s global outreach, but they can
also be used to investigate the connections of specific actors within its networks. In
this methodological note, I choose to demonstrate the linkages of the Uyghur
Australian Association, which is a member organization of the WUC, based in
Sydney. I only show the results obtained by analyzing the 2007 data set, because this
data set is larger and contains more “stories” and patterns for discussion.

It is obvious that Uyghur activities in Australia are embedded within the global
networks (Fig. 2). For one thing, many are linked to the WUC. In other words, most
of these activities in Australia are spawned by the WUC. The WUC might have
coordinated these events, or its representatives might have joined Uyghur-relevant
events in Australia. Below, I use a qualitative review of the WUC activity report, a
semi-structured interview with an anonymous Uyghur representative, as well as
news materials to garner more in-depth information.17

There is one good example that demonstrates how Uyghur communities in
Australia are coordinating with the WUC and other Uyghur communities around the
world to advance their cause. For the Uyghur diaspora, February 5th was the tenth
anniversary of the Ghulja massacre, since on this date in 1997 a march by Uyghurs
in Ghulja city in Xinjiang, in which they made demands for human rights and
equality, was suppressed by the Chinese regime.18 The WUC took the lead in urging
Uyghur communities in different parts of the world to commemorate the event.
Marches and ceremonies were organized in Germany, Turkey, France, Belgium,
Norway, the U.S., Canada, The Netherlands, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan.19 In
Kyrgyzstan, for instance, the Kyrgyzstan Uyghur Association organized a public
feast (Nazir) for “the souls of the perished”.20

Likewise, in Sydney, Hussein Hessen, chairman of the Uyghur Australian
Association and the WUC representative in Australia, organized a march. Not only
the Uyghurs, but also local sympathizers and pro-democracy Chinese dissident
groups joined the event. It was reported that over 150 people were present.21

Besides mobilizing sympathizers, Uyghur activists in Australia also reached out
to policymakers. In Fig. 2, we see their ties with the Australian Parliament and the
Sydney municipal government. For instance, on April 8th, 2007, a Uyghur Soccer
Competition and Uyghur Cultural Night took place in Sydney. The participants
included Uyghur soccer teams and fans from around Australia, some Australian
parliament members, and some Sydney municipal government representatives.22

Government representatives did not just passively attend the event - they also made
speeches on current Uyghur issues. Uyghur communities also organized Uyghur
cuisines and traditional Uyghur dances and music to entertain the guests. Their

17 Interview with an anonymous representative from the Uyghur Australian Association in Sydney,
Australia on November 5, 2010.
18 World Uyghur Congress [18]; Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organization [16].
19 Anna Skibinsky [15]; Amnesty International [3].
20 World Uyghur Congress [18].
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
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tactics often involved raising awareness of the cultural identity of the Uyghurs as
well as addressing their political needs.

Conclusion

In this paper, I provide visualizations of the WUC’s networks, which many political
observers, practitioners, and scholars have believed to exist. There are international
networks active in making the Uyghurs an issue for debate beyond China. Some
actors, such as NGOs, are initiators or sympathizers that take more active roles in
debating Uyghur issues. There are also actors who are relatively neutral, such as
news agencies, which only seek to report on Uyghur issues. Despite being more
passive, their presence at Uyghur events make them part of the networks. Overall,
many kinds of actors are involved, making the current networks appear fragmented,
and in any case, hardly centralized. Continued observation is needed in order to see
whether the networks will transform into becoming more polarized, more
fragmented, or perhaps both, in the future.

Fig. 2 Uyghur Australian Association Linkages (January–December, 2007). Note: Diamond = non-
governmental organizations (NGOs); square = governments, parliaments, international non-governmental
organizations (IGOs), and universities; circle = individuals
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Despite the fact that the networks are fairly fragmented, one cannot deny the
central roles played by the WUC and Rebiya Kadeer. My study empirically confirms
the widely-perceived notion that they are central to mobilizing the Uyghur diaspora.
The case study of Uyghur linkages in Australia further supports the WUC’s ties to
Uyghur activism in various corners of the globe.

Research is not always about discovering new aspects. One can also use various
scientific methods to test and re-test current findings. Although some of my findings
are not entirely new to observers of China, they do empirically confirm and
consolidate the perceptions of current observers and activists of the WUC’s
networks. Political observers in the past may have posed doubts on the actual role
of the WUC. Is the WUC really the umbrella organization it proclaims? My network
analysis provides a way for us to understand the WUC’s role in the communities of
the Uyghur diaspora.

Another contribution of this project is the creation of a number of SNA data sets.
These are accessible on the author’s website, and can be replicated for various kinds
of SNA analyses so that more empirical papers can be produced to investigate
Uyghur networks.

To sum up, I believe this paper has paved the way for further research on the
expanding worldwide networks of the Uyghurs. First of all, my current research only
provides descriptive network analysis. Researchers can conduct more exploratory
analyses to understand the potential factions and clusters within the WUC networks.
It is not yet clear what kinds of factions exist within the networks. It is also
important to clarify potential factors that might drive the formation of factions and
clusters within the networks. For instance, what kind of role does national identity,
religion, political ideology, and political stance toward the Uyghurs’ future play in
the formulation of Uyghur networks and their factions?

In examining this, my data sets will not suffice, because they do not contain
variables for measuring financial capacities, political position, and ideological
stances. The best complimentary method would be to conduct a survey among actual
organizations to garner the necessary information. The data set should contain
attribute variables that can be used for conventional statistical analysis, and with
careful transformation, such a data set can also be converted into relational variables
for SNA. Not only can these research ideas be used for the study of Uyghur
diasporic outreach, but they can be adopted for various studies of Chinese, Tibetan,
or Taiwanese overseas networks.
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